The set of integers k for which there exist three latin squares of order n having precisely k cells identical, with their remaining n 2 − k cells di erent in all three latin squares, denoted by
Introduction and preliminaries
The so-called intersection problem has been considered for many di erent combinatorial structures, including latin squares. This intersection problem basically takes a pair of structures, with the same parameters and based on the same underlying set, and determines the possible numbers of common sub-objects (such as blocks, entries, etc.) which they may have. (For an old survey, see [2] .) In particular, the intersection problem for pairs of latin squares was ÿrst dealt with by Fu [7] ; see also [5] .
The intersection problem has also been extended from consideration of pairs of combinatorial structures to sets of three, or even sets of , where may be larger than 3; see [6] for certain latin squares, [12] for Steiner triple systems, and [1] for m-cycle systems, for instance. In particular, Fu and Fu in [6] , consider a type of intersection problem for sets of three latin squares: for each order n they ÿnd the set of integers k for which there exist three latin squares of order n having just k cells where the entries are identical, and such that the three latin squares are distinct (as long as k = n 2 ). However, they do not require the three latin squares, which are identical in k cells, all to be di erent from each other in their remaining n 2 − k cells; they merely require a pair of the three latin squares to have di erent entries outside the common k cells.
In this paper we completely solve the related problem of determining, for all orders n, the set of integers k for which there exist three latin squares of order n having precisely k identical cells, and having the three latin squares each containing a di erent symbol in each of the n 2 − k remaining cells. This is a stronger requirement than that in [6] . We refer to this as the 3-way intersection problem.
We start with some useful deÿnitions. Let [i; j] denote the set of integers {i; i + 1; i + 2; : : : ; j − 1; j}, where i¡j. Deÿne I 3 [n] to be the set of integers k for which there exist three latin squares of order n which have precisely k cells where all three squares have identical entries and n 2 − k cells where all three squares contain di erent entries.
A 3-way latin trade of volume s is a set of three partial latin squares of the same shape and order, containing the same s ÿlled cells, such that if cell (i; j) is ÿlled, it contains a di erent entry in each of the three partial latin squares, and such that row i in each of the three partial latin squares contains, set-wise, the same symbols (for each relevant i), and column j, likewise, in each of the three partial latin squares, contains, set-wise, the same symbols (for each relevant j).
A similar concept, which is essentially a 2-way latin trade in our terminology, has been studied by other authors. Fu [7] used the term "disjoint and mutually balanced" partial latin squares (see also [5] ), Keedwell [10, 11] used "critical partial latin square", while Donovan et al. [4] used the term "latin interchange". Here we use the term " -way latin trade" and "volume" for consistency with similar concepts in other combinatorial structures such as block designs, graph colouring and cycle systems; see for instance [9, 13, 14, 8, 3] for further use of the terminology 'trades' and 'volumes'.
We illustrate the concept of a 3-way latin trade of volume s with the following example. Example 1.1. In the following, we have a 3-way latin trade of order 4 × 5 and of volume s = 17 on the set of symbols {1; 2; 3; 4; 5}. Note that the three latin squares are superimposed here; the position of each of the three entries in each ÿlled cell determines to which partial latin square that entry belongs.
We also let J 3 [n] denote the expected 3-way intersection values; from preliminary work it seems reasonable to deÿne
One further deÿnition will be useful in what follows. A partial latin square P is called (m × n)-completable if the empty cells of P can be ÿlled to form an m × n latin rectangle.
Clearly if one of the partial latin squares in a 3-way latin trade is (m×n)-completable to an m × n latin rectangle then all of them are. Thus, we use the term (m × n)-completable for 3-way latin trades, if any one of the partial latin squares is (m × n)-completable. It is clear that if there exist three latin squares of order n which intersect in the same set of s cells, and which di er in the remaining n 2 − s cells, then we obtain a 3-way latin trade of volume n 2 − s. And conversely if there exists a 3-way latin trade of volume s which is completable to a latin square of order n, then n 2 − s ∈ I 3 [n]. For instance, from Example 1.2 we have 47 ∈ I 3 [8] , because 47 = 8 2 − 17, and Example 1.1 contains precisely 17 ÿlled cells. This indicates the importance of 3-way latin trades.
We start with the following easy proposition. Proof. Take any m × n latin rectangle and permute the rows of it, say cyclically, to obtain a new one. Repeating this with the new rectangle, we have three desired latin rectangles. Proof. Clearly any 3-way latin trade must contain at least three rows and at least three columns, with at least three entries in each row and each column. Hence, volumes in [1, 8] are impossible. Now consider volumes 10 and 11. Since there are at least three entries in each row and three entries in each column, the only possible partition of 10 for the number of entries per row is 3; 3; 4, and the only possible partitions of 11 are 3; 4; 4 or 3; 3; 5. However, each of these would then require four (or even ÿve) columns, and since any row or column must have at least three entries, this means the volume would be at least 12 (or 15). Indeed, volume 12 is possible, by Proposition 1.1.
Finally, we show that volumes 13 and 14 are also impossible. Since ÿve rows or columns would require at least volume 15, the only possible partition for numbers of entries in rows or columns is 3; 3; 3; 4 for 13 and 3; 3; 4; 4 for 14. Hence, the skeleton for a 3-way latin trade of volume 13 is as follows:
But then only three symbols occur in the three ÿlled cells in row 1; without loss of generality say these are 1; 2; 3. Since row 1 intersects column 2 in a non-empty cell, and column 2 only contains three non-empty cells, column 2 must also contain just symbols 1, 2 and 3. Similarly rows 2 and 3, and columns 1 and 3 then also contain only symbols 1, 2 and 3, so that symbol 4 must occur in the (4; 4) cell three times over, violating the requirement of a 3-way latin trade! Hence there is no 3-way latin trade of volume 13.
A similar but longer argument shows that volume 14 is also impossible. The skeleton for a 3-way latin trade of volume 14 must, without loss of generality, be
Here only three symbols occur in row 1; say they are 1; 2; 3. This row intersects column 2 in a non-empty cell, and so column 2 only involves these same three symbols, 1, 2, 3. Then row 2 contains only three symbols; if we let them also be 1; 2; 3 we quickly ÿnd, as in the case of volume 13 above, that this is impossible. So suppose that the three symbols in row 2 are di erent from the three in row 1; without loss of generality suppose they are 1; 2; 4. (We cannot have more than four symbols involved; if there were ÿve, then the partition giving number of occurrences of each symbol would consist of ÿve numbers adding to 14, all of them at least 3, which is clearly impossible!) Then column 1 must also contain just the symbols 1; 2; 4. At this stage a computer check shows that no such 3-way latin trade is possible; the corresponding check by hand is long and tedious! Our deÿnition of J 3 [n] now is reasonable; so we record the following corollary.
We want to investigate equality in the corollary above. Since any latin square of order n is completable to a latin square of order greater than or equal to 2n, the next proposition is also immediate.
; for any n ¿ 2m. Now, we can list the values in the set I 3 [n], for n 6 6.
•
Existence of 0, 4, and 16 is from Corollary 1.1, nonexistence of 7 was checked by computer, and the following example shows that 1 ∈ I 3 [4] . Existence of 0, 5, 10, and 25 follows from Corollary 1.1, nonexistence of values in the set {8; 9; 13; 16} have been checked by computer, and the other values are given in the appendix.
• 
Proof. These all follow from the results given above for small cases, and from Proposition 1.3.
Constructions
In this section, we discuss some constructions of latin squares for both even and odd orders, which we shall use to determine I 3 [n] . First, we need to introduce some notation. For sets of integers X and Y , let
Also for any integer n, let nX = {nx | x ∈ X }: Lemma 2.1. For each positive integer n; we have
Proof. A latin square of order 2n may be constructed as follows:
where A; B; C; and D are each latin squares of order n, A and D are based on the symbols [1; n], and B and C on the symbols [n + 1; 2n]. By permuting the symbols of each of these four latin squares, independently, we can ÿnd di erent possible intersection numbers for three latin squares of order 2n.
We need the following corollary, which is immediate from the lemma above, for our main result in Section 4.
In the next example we discuss a construction for n = 11 which may help in understanding the following constructions for any odd n. Example 2.1. We consider the following latin square of order 11.
This latin square is the union of the following three partial latin squares:
and By permuting symbols in each of these particular partial latin squares, independently, we can ÿnd di erent possible intersection numbers for three latin squares of order 11. Note that in each partial latin square we must have at least three symbols permuted. Also the partial latin square A may contain any latin square of order 5. So we obtain 
Proof. The proof is exactly the same as described in the construction of Example 2.1, simply replacing 5 by n. 
Also we may generalise Lemma 2.2 to the following: Proof. In our construction of latin squares of odd order as in Example 2.1, we denote the partial latin square of type C by where C 1 and C 2 are n × (n + 1) and (n + 1) × n latin rectangles, respectively, and d is a partial latin square of order n + 1 with only diagonal cells ÿlled. To ÿnd new intersection numbers we may permute at least three rows of C 1 or at least three columns of C 2 . We may do this simultaneously, but d must always be kept ÿxed. In the ÿrst case, if we keep say C 2 and d ÿxed and permute at least three rows of C 1 , then we obtain all the intersection numbers (n + 1)[n + 1; 2n − 2]. And in the second case, if some rows of C 1 and some columns of C 2 are permuted, we obtain all the intersection numbers (n+1) [ 
Small cases
In this section, we consider I 3 [n], for 7 6 n 6 11. [7] : Existence of 14 is from Corollary 1.1, and we can easily add one column of ÿxed numbers to the 3-way latin trade of volume 19 for order 6, given in the appendix, to obtain intersection size 30 for order 7.
Nonexistence of {31; 32; 33; 34} is shown by an exhaustive search by computer. The values in {2; 3; 5; 6; 8; 11; 15; 17; 18; 20; 23; 24; 26; 27; 29} were found by computer, and are given in the appendix.
It remains to show that {1; 10; 22} ⊆ I 3 [7] ; we do this as follows. In the construction of latin squares of odd order as in Example 2.1, it is possible to obtain further intersection numbers from the partial latin square of type C, as we did in Lemma 2.3. Now, we can obtain even more intersection numbers by noting that the partial latin square where C 1 is n × (n + 1) and d is (n + 1) × (n + 1), is like an (n + 1) × (n + 1) latin square in which one of the rows is written diagonally in d. So we have the following technique.
Technique 3.1. Suppose for some k 6 (n + 1) 2 − 3 that k ∈ I 3 [n + 1], and assume that there exist three latin squares of order n + 1 with intersection number k, having a row in which at least 3 symbols are not ÿxed (see Example 1.3). By permuting the rows, if necessary, we may assume that the last row has this property. Substitute the entries of each of these latin squares into the partial latin square in such a way that C 1 is the same as the ÿrst n rows of the substituted latin square while the symbols of d are taken from the last row. Do likewise with the transpose of the latin square and substitute it into the partial latin square [7] .
By Lemma 2.1 we have
So we obtain We can obtain more intersection numbers, including {15; 23; 31; 55}, as follows. Construct a latin square of order 8 by starting with a latin square L(3) of order 3 on the symbols, say {1; 2; 3}, and complete it to one of order 8 by using additional symbols {4; 5; 6; 7; 8}:
So in L(3) we can permute the symbols {1; 2; 3} or permute the same symbols in D. This can be done simultaneously while we permute the entries of B or C or both. So we obtain {0; 9}+{{0; 8; 16; 40}∪{10; 25; 40}}+{0; 15} ⊆ I 3 [8] . The value 47 is given in Example 1.2. If we permute the last three columns there we obtain intersection size 35. Moreover, 45 and 30 are also obtained from a similar method.
Here empty cells are to be ÿlled from the symbols of the 3-way latin trade which produces intersection size 17 for order 6. Intersection sizes 39, 42, 43, and 44 may be found using the same method as above, by using the 3-way latin trades of volumes 25, 22, 21, and 20, for orders 7, 7, 6, and 7, respectively.
The values {11; 14; 26; 27; 29; 38; 41; 46} were found by computer and are given in the appendix. Technique 3.2. Suppose, for some k ¿ n + 1, that k ∈ I 3 [n + 1], and assume that there exist three latin squares of order n + 1, with intersection number k and having a row in which all symbols are ÿxed. By permuting the rows, if necessary, we may assume that the last row has this property. Use this row for the partial latin square which was used in Technique 3:1. [9] . The remaining values in the set {52; 53; 55; 57; 58; 59; 60; 64} may be achieved as follows. Consider The 3 × 3 subsquare of empty cells in the above can be ÿlled by the symbols from the set {7; 8; 9} either by substituting a latin square of order 3 or a 3-way latin trade of volume 9. Hence, we obtain intersection numbers 64 and 55. This example was constructed by completing the 3-way latin trade of volume 17 given in Example 1.1. We can also do this another way:
If we permute the symbols {7,8,9} in the last 4 columns above, then we obtain the intersection number 52. The following completions of a 3-way latin trade of volume 19 for order 6, which has a 3-way latin trade of volume 9 in it, gives us intersection size 53.
We can ÿnd intersection sizes 58 and 59 easily, by completing the 3-way latin trades of volumes 23 and 22, of orders 8 and 7, respectively. To obtain intersection size 57, we take the following latin rectangle:
Note that this contains a subsquare of order 3 and subrectangles of order 3 × 5 in the top left, and bottom left, corners respectively. Each of these may be replaced by a 3-way latin trade producing overall a 3-way latin trade of volume 24.
Finally, the intersection value 60 is similar if we take the following:
Here the empty cells are to be ÿlled with the 3-way latin trade of volume 21 given in the case n = 6. n = 10 I 3 [10] = J 3 [10] :
Here all intersection values except {68; 69; 71; 72; 73; 74; 83} follow, as in the case n = 8, from Lemma 2.1 and from corollaries of previous sections. To ÿnd these ÿnal missing values, ÿrst we take the following 4 × 10 completion of the 3-way latin trade of volume 17.
It follows that 83 ∈ I 3 [10] . Also, we may permute the ÿrst three columns of F to obtain 71 ∈ I 3 [10] . We can add the following three rows to F and obtain 74 ∈ I 3 [10] .
We can easily obtain the intersection size 72 from the corresponding one for order n = 9, that is, from 53. Also from the following completion of the 3-way latin trade of volume 23 we see that 68 ∈ I 3 [10] .
The empty cells here are to be ÿlled with the symbols of a 3-way latin trade of volume 23, given in the case n = 7. Finally, the following two examples show that 69; 73 ∈ I 3 [10] .
The empty cells here are to be ÿlled with the symbols of a 3-way latin trade of volume 22, given in the case n = 7.
